The RBE of neutrons for induced mitotic gene conversion in "error-prone repair" defective yeast.
Mitotic gene conversion was induced in the diploid yeast strain D7.rad6 which lacks "error-prone repair" and thus does not mutate. Neutrons (14.5 MeV), 60Co gamma rays, and 150 kVp X rays delivered under oxic or anoxic conditions were compared for their ability to induce gene conversion. Doses were chosen to minimize cell killing. A lack of induced mutation in this strain at the ilv1-92 allele was confirmed. Gene conversion of the trp5-27/trp5-12 alleles was induced with a linear dose response, and the yield of convertants per gray was significantly enhanced over yields reported previously for a wild-type stain. The relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of neutrons relative to low-LET radiations was found to be about 2.2 for either oxic or anoxic radiation in contrast to wild-type where the oxic RBE was 1.7 and the anoxic RBE 2.7. Absence of the rad6 function was therefore associated with an altered RBE for the conversional end point. The oxygen enhancement ratio (OER) for gene conversion was found to be about 1.7 for all radiations in contrast to the wild type where the OER for neutrons was 1.7, but for low-LET radiations it was 2.7. As repair of ionizing damage in the rad6 strain did not lead to mutation, owing to the loss of "error-prone repair," the changes in yield, RBE, and OER were consistent with the hypothesis that some of the lesions processed by wild type to generate mutations could, in the rad6 strain, lead instead to gene conversion.